Sponsorship Levels & Benefits

MAGIC SPONSOR - $2,500
Opportunity to present a 2-3 minute commercial during the Saturday programming session; Opportunity for two representatives to set up a table during registration on Friday from 12:30pm to 3:00pm; Verbal recognition of level of sponsorship during programming; Attendance at conference for two representatives to table during Saturday program; Recognition on YLD social media; Logo and level of sponsorship recognized on sponsorship signage; Name & logo recognition on written and printed materials and conference t-shirt for attendees.

GOLD SPONSOR - $1,500
Verbal recognition of level of sponsorship during Saturday programming session; Attendance at conference for two representatives to table during Saturday program; Recognition on YLD social media; Logo and level of sponsorship recognized on sponsorship signage; Name & logo recognition on written and printed conference materials, conference t-shirt for attendees, and social media.

SILVER SPONSOR - $1,000
Recognition on YLD social media; Logo and level of sponsorship recognized on sponsorship signage; Name & logo recognition on written and printed conference materials, conference t-shirt for attendees, and social media.

BRONZE SPONSOR - $500
Recognition on YLD social media; Logo and level of sponsorship recognized on sponsorship signage; Name & logo recognition on written and printed conference materials and social media.

INSPIRATION SPONSOR – IN-KIND DONATION
Recognition on YLD social media; Contribute event themed items for the registration or scavenger series bags and be recognized on written and printed conference materials.

ADDITIONAL SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

BELLE OF THE BALL SPONSOR - $3,000 (LIMIT 1)
Exclusive sponsor at Friday night Gala, allows two (2) representatives to attend with a 2-3 minute speaking time during dinner, with a 2-3 minute speaking time during dinner; Name & logo recognition on written and printed conference materials, conference t-shirt for attendees, and social media.

ADVENTURER SPONSOR (SCAVENGER HUNT SERIES) - $2,500 (LIMIT 1)
This opportunity allows the sponsor to set up a table at the final scavenger hunt networking activity on Saturday afternoon. This includes recognition on written and printed conference materials, conference t-shirt for attendees, and social media. This is a great opportunity to mingle and talk with conference participants and YLD Members.

DREAMER SPONSOR (BREAKFAST) - $2,000 (LIMIT 1)
This opportunity allows two (2) representatives to attend Saturday, to set up a table, with a 2-3 minute speaking time during Breakfast. Name & logo recognition on written and printed materials, conference t-shirt for attendees, and social media.

BELIEVER SPONSOR (NETWORKING + HEADSHOTS): $2,000 (LIMIT 1)
This opportunity allows for an exclusive sponsorship to facilitate professional headshots for conference attendees on Friday afternoon. It includes the opportunity to set up your own table, mingle and talk with conference participants and YLD Members while they network and take headshots.

SPARKLE SPONSOR (SWAG): $1,500 (LIMIT 2)
This opportunity allows for event themed items (koozies, cups, bags etc.) with your logo to be shared with conference attendees. This sponsorship level also includes all Bronze level sponsor benefits.

Questions? Please contact AOC Chairs, Sarah Morris (Sarah.Morris@rc1.myflorida.com) and Ciara Willis (cwillis@bushross.com). The YLD greatly appreciates your support!